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Ekipi Britanik
x “Do te evakuoje refugjatet Kosovare.
x Asnjeri nuk do te evakuohet kunder deshires se

tyre.
x Bashkesia familjare duhet te ruhet, familjet gjate

evakuimeve humanitare nuk do te ndahen.
x Prioritet do te kene familjet te cilat kane

probleme shendetsore.
x Familjet: me femije te vegjel, me nje prind, antar

te moshuar ose me probleme serioze shendetsore
kane prioritet.

x Familjet, qe qendrojne “kohe te gjate” ketu do te
kene prioritet per evakuim.

x Ne Jemi ketu per te ndihmuar.”
(British Team Skopje 1999-Humanitarian

Evacuation:
x “We will evacuate refugees from Kosovo.
x No one will be forced to leave against their

will.

x Family unity must be preserved. Families
will not be separated for humanitarian
evacuation.

x Refugees in the most diYcult situation
because of family situation or health prob-
lems will go first.

x Vulnerable families with small children, sin-
gle parents, elderly persons or family mem-
bers with serious medical problems are a
priority.

Figure 1 UNHCR/IOM Humanitarian Evacuation Programme (HEP) 21 June 1999.

Figure 2 Last sight of Macedonia for Kosovar refugees
being evacutated from Skopje airport.

Figure 3 The world’s media descend on the peace talks at
the Kosovo-Macedonia border.

Figure 4 Refugees in camps in Macedonia (former
republic of Yugoslavia) in early June 1999.
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x Consideration will also be given to long-stay
cases.

x We are here to help you.”)
Such was the British delegation interpretation

of the United Nations High Commission on
Refugees mission statement for Kosovo on the
ground. Beginning in early April 1999 the larg-
est displacement of civilians in Europe since the
second world war had led to hundreds of thou-
sands of Kosovans being relocated to refugee
camps and supportive families in the commu-
nity particularly in Albania and Macedonia. The
countries of the European Union, the United
States of America and other members of the UN
family became actively engaged in the humani-
tarian relief eVort. By the beginning of June tens
of thousands of men, women and children had
been evacuated and transported around the
globe (figs 1 and 2).

The public health aspects of this mobilisa-
tion have been described from a British
perspective in previous articles in this series.1–4

By the time the emergency was over, more than
4000 people would have travelled to the United
Kingdom, the overwhelming majority to the
two northern regions, in and around Liverpool,
Manchester and Leeds-Bradford. Initially, the
refugees were in large family groups, some-
times of 10 or 15 people, with a range of ages,
both sexes and with a smallish number experi-
encing serious health problems. Their main
problems were psychological, to do with their
recent, often extremely stressful, experiences

and physical and emotional exhaustion. They
were met by a remarkable local response of
overwhelming hospitality in the main, and the
inter-agency arrangements of social work,
health, housing and social security worked
extremely well. Because of the large numbers
coming to the north an early decision was made
to have a local public health presence from the
north-west region on the ground at the
Macedonian end.2 In early June, at the time of
the handover of personnel, the situation in the
Balkans changed dramatically with the signing
of the peace agreement with concomitant
implications for the direction of the humanitar-
ian eVort (fig 3).

A change of emphasis from families to
those at medical risk
On 27 May the United Nations War Crimes
Tribunal indicted Slobodan Milosevic for
crimes against humanity. Five days later peace
negotiators considered a letter from Milosevic
that was said to accept the basic principles of a
deal. On 10 June the peace agreement was
signed.

At this time over 100 000 refugees were living
in seven camps in the area of Macedonia just
inside the border from Kosovo (figs 4, 5, 6).

Once the peace had been agreed, almost
immediately national delegations began to
develop plans to withdraw and to close down
their operations (figs 7 and 8).

The problem with this development related
to the situation in which many people and
families in the camps, and in the wider
community, with serious health problems still
found themselves. Reports were coming in of
the degraded state of the health care system in
Kosovo itself and, despite the best eVorts of the
international non-governmental agencies that
were providing clinical care in the camps, they
could not begin to provide the kind of special-
ist interventions that many people needed as a

Figure 5 Refugees in camp in Macedonia.

Figure 6 Refugee centres and sites in northern Macedonia (former republic of Yugoslavia)
June 1999.
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Figure 7 Health Evacuation Programme Countries with
programme end date (situation analysis 21 June 1999).
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matter of some urgency. On the ground outside
the camps, Macedonian hospitals and primary
care centres were struggling under the huge

additional burden imposed by the swollen
refugee population. Underlying the dilemma,
despite the best eVorts of the World Health
Organisation in setting up a disease surveil-
lance system,3 was the dearth of information
about the extent of the problem. At the daily
meetings of the local UNHCR oYce attention
switched to two things:
x how to get some decent intelligence on

health needs in the camps and beyond, and
x how to maintain the engagement of country

delegations in evacuating people in medical
need for a while longer.
People with serious health problems had no

prospect of having their needs met in the camps
or locally in Macedonia, and if they were to
return home there was scant prospect of their
needs being met even in the teaching hospital
in Pristina for the foreseeable future.

Under this pressure and working together
with the country delegations and non-
governmental organisations, the United Nations
agency IOM (International Organisation Migra-
tion), and the sole public health doctor from the
UK, a clear set of criteria for classifying patients
for Priority Medical Evacuation was agreed, and
during a hectic weekend casenotes and other
recorded information were sifted and appraised
using the classification, producing at the end of
the exercise a single page summary with
additional analysis by camp, location and sever-
ity as the basis for further mobilisation and
evacuation (figs 9 and 10).

Armed with this information it began to be
possible for individual delegate members to
make representations at home and through the
international bodies to develop a coherent and
eVective approach to this new phase of the
emergency. The components of this were iden-
tified as being:

Figure 8 General criteria and classification of patients selected for Priority Medical Evacuation (PME).

Figure 9 Review of priority medical cases* until now and
still not evacuated.

Figure 10 Priority medical cases for evacuation from
Macedonia, June 1999.
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x Maintaining adequate primary health care
within the Macedonian camps until all the
refugees are able to return home.

x Maintaining medical supplies (in particu-
lar for example insulin, antiepileptic drugs and
painkillers) with robust systems to ensure that
supplies reach the clinical staV who need them.

x To provide more specialist staV and
services including additional support to local
hospitals and continuing medical evacuation if
needed.

x To ensure eVective collaboration between
agencies and national delegations in the
process of rebuilding capacity in the Kosovan
health and healthcare systems.

In the event, the willingness of some
countries to continue with their medical
evacuations, coupled with appropriate repre-
sentations to other countries based on the epi-
demiological analysis of priority medical need,
enabled the necessary continuing mobilisation
to occur. A typical manifest of evacuees is
shown in figure 10.

Three hundred and eleven Priority 1 medical
cases may seem a lot to any one health care
system, but a problem shared is a problem
halved and when many countries agree to play
their part it can become readily manageable.

Footnote—living in real time
Public health practice in a humanitarian aid
situation is diVerent from the kind of business
and planning cycles that characterise large pub-
lic sector organisations. It is necessary for people
to think on their feet and to mobilise resources in
timescales of hours and days rather than the
customary weeks and years. Yet organisation,
planning and continuity are also required. It is a
personal view based on my Balkan experience
that this kind of work requires public health
expertise, systematically applied but in a light
footed way. I think though that there is a corol-
lary that entails more living in real time, more
hands on in the day to day practice of public
health in the UK and elsewhere. I suspect that
our predecessors knew this but that it has been
lost somewhere as we have developed elaborate
bureaucracies, and business planning has be-
come a kind of fetish.
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Figure 11 Royal Air Force Hercules ambulance plane
evacuating priority one medical refugees to the United
Kingdom.
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